We present a method for identifying corresponding themes across several corpora that are focused on related, but distinct, domains. This task is approached through simultaneous clustering of keyword sets extracted from the analyzed corpora. Our algorithm extends the informationbottleneck soft clustering method for a suitable setting consisting of several datasets.
Introduction
This paper addresses the problem of detecting corresponding subtopics, or themes, within related bodies of text. Such task is typical to comparative research, whether commercial or scientific: a conceivable application would aim at detecting corresponding characteristics regarding, e.g., companies, markets, legal systems or political organizations. Clustering has often been perceived as a mean for extracting meaningful components from data (Tishby, Pereira and Bialek, 1999) . Regarding textual data, clusters of words (Pereira, Tishby and Lee, 1993) or documents (Lee and Seung, 1999; Dhillon and Modha, 2001 ) are often interpreted as capturing topics or themes that play prominent role in the analyzed texts. Our work extends the "standard" clustering paradigm, which pertains to a single dataset. We address a setting in which several datasets, corresponding to related domains, are given. We focus on the comparative task of detecting those themes that are expressed across several datasets, rather than discovering internal themes within each individual dataset. More specifically, we address the task of clustering simultaneously multiple datasets such that each cluster includes elements from several datasets, capturing a common theme, which is shared across the sets. We term this task crossdataset (CD) clustering.
In this article we demonstrate CD clustering through detecting corresponding themes across three different religions. That is: we apply our approach to three sets of religion-related keywords, extracted from three corpora, which include encyclopedic entries and introductory articles regarding Buddhism, Christianity and Islam. Each one of three representative keyword-sets, which were extracted from the above corpora, presumably encapsulates topics and themes discussed within its source corpus. Our algorithm succeeds to reveal common themes such as scriptures, rituals and schools through respective keyword clusters consisting of terms such as Sutra, Bible and Quran; Full Moon, Easter and Id al Fitr; Theravada, Protestant and Shiite (see Table 1 below for a detailed depiction of our results). The CD clustering algorithm, presented in Section 2.2 below, extends the information bottleneck (IB) soft clustering method. Our modifications to the IB formulation enable the clustering algorithm to capture characteristic patterns that run across different datasets, rather then being "trapped" by unique characteristics of individual datasets.
Like other topic discovery tasks that are approached by clustering, the goal of CD clustering is not defined in precise terms. Yet, it is clear that its focus on detecting themes in a comparative manner, within multiple datasets, distinguishes CD clustering substantially from the standard single-dataset clustering paradigm. A related problem, of detecting analogies between different information systems has been addressed in the past within cognitive research (e.g. Gentner, 1983; Hofstadter et al., 1995) . Recently, a related computational method for detecting corresponding themes has been introduced (coupled clustering, . The coupled clustering setting, however, being focused on detecting analogies, is limited to two data sets. Further, it requires similarity values between pairs of data elements as input: this setting does not seem straightforwardly applicable to the multiple dataset setting. Our method, in distinction, uses a more direct source of information, namely word co-occurrence statistics within the analyzed corpora. Another difference is that we take the "soft" approach to clustering, producing probabilities of assignments into clusters rather than a deterministic 0/1 assignment values.
Algorithmic Framework

Review of the IB Clustering Algorithm
The information bottleneck (IB) iterative clustering method is a recent approach to soft (probabilistic) clustering for a single set, denoted by X, consisting of elements to be clustered (Tishby, Pereira & Bialek, 1999) . Each element x∈X is identified by a probabilistic feature vector, with an entry, p(y|x), for every feature y from a pre-determined set of features Y. The p(y|x) values are estimated from given cooccurrence data:
The IB algorithm is derived from information theoretic considerations that we do not address here. It computes, through an iterative EM-like process, probabilistic assignments p(c|x) for each element x into each cluster c. Starting with random (or heuristically chosen) p(c|x) values at time t = 0, the IB algorithm iterates the following steps until convergence: IB1: Calculate for each cluster c its marginal probability:
IB2:
Calculate for each feature y and cluster c a conditional probability p(y|c):
(Bayes' rule is used to compute p(x|c)).
IB3:
Calculate for each element x and each cluster c a value p(c|x), indicating the "probability of assignment" of x into c: Cover & Thomas, 1991) . The parameter β controls the sensitivity of the clustering procedure to differences between the p(y|c) values. The higher β is, the more "determined" the algorithm becomes in assigning each element into the closest cluster. As β is increased, more clusters that are separable from each other are obtained upon convergence (the target number of clusters is fixed). We want to ensure, however, that assignments do not follow more than necessary minute details of the given data, as a result of too high β (similarly to over generalization in supervised settings).
The IB algorithm is therefore applied repeatedly in a cooling-like process: it starts with a low β value, corresponding to low temperature, which is increased every repetition of the whole iterative converging cycle, until the desired number of separate clusters is obtained.
The Cross-dataset (CD) Clustering Method
The (soft) CD clustering algorithm receives as input multiple datasets along with their feature vectors. In the current application, we have three sets extracted from the corresponding corpora -X Buddhism , X Christianity , and X Islam -each of ~150 keywords to be clustered. A particular keyword might appear in two or more of the datasets, but the CD setting considers it as a distinct element within each dataset, thus keeping the sets of clustered elements disjoint. Like the IB clustering algorithm, the CD algorithm produces probabilistic assignments of the data elements. The feature set Y consists, in the current work, of about 7000 content words, each occurs in at least two of the examined corpora. The set of features is used commonly for all datasets, thus it underlies a common representation, which enables the clustering process to compare elements of different sets. Naively approached, the original IB algorithm could be utilized unaltered to the multipledataset setting, simply by applying it to the unified set X, consisting of the union of the disjoint X i 's. The problem of this simplistic approach is that each dataset has its own characteristic features and feature combinations, which correspond to prominent topics discussed uniquely in that corpus. A standard clustering method, such as the IB algorithm, would have a tendency to cluster together elements that originate in the same dataset, producing clusters populated mostly by elements from a single dataset (cf. . The goal of CD clustering is to neutralize this tendency and to create clusters containing elements that share common features across different datasets. To accomplish this goal, we change the criterion by which elements are assigned into clusters. Recall that the assignment of an element x to a cluster c is determined by the similarity of their characterizing feature distributions, p(y|x) and p(y|c) (step IB3). The problem lies in using the p(y|c) distribution, which is determined by summing p(y|x) values over all cluster elements, to characterize a cluster without taking into account dataset boundaries. Thus, for a certain y, p(y|c) might be high despite of being characteristic only for cluster elements originating in a single dataset. This results in the tendency discussed above to favor clusters consisting of elements of a single dataset. Therefore, we define a biased probability distribution, p c (y), to be used by the CD clustering algorithm for characterizing a cluster c. It is designed to call attention to y's that are typical for cluster members in all, or most, different datasets. Consequently, an element x would be assigned to a cluster c (as in step IB3) in accordance to the degree of similarity between its own characteristic features and those characterizing other cluster members from all datasets. The resulting clusters would thus contain representatives of all datasets. The definition of p c (y) is based on the joint probability p(y,c,X i ).
First, compute the geometric mean of p(y,c,X i ) over all X i , weighted by p(X i ):
(see Appendix below for the details of how p(X i ) and p(y,c,X i ) are calculated). ρ is not a probability measure, but just a function of y and c into [0,1]. However, since a geometric mean reflects "uniformity" of the averaged values, ρ captures the degree to which p(y,c,X i ) values are high across all datasets. We found empirically that at this stage, it is advantageous to normalize ρ across all clusters and then to rescale the resulting probabilities (over the c's, for each y) by the original p(y):
Finally, to obtain a probability distribution over y for each cluster c, normalize the obtained ρ'(y,c) over all y's:
As explained, p c (y) characterizes c (analogously to p(y|c) in IB), while ensuring that the featurebased similarity of c to any element x reflects feature distribution across all data sets. The CD clustering algorithm, starting at t = 0, iterates, in correspondence to the IB algorithm, the following steps: CD1: Calculate for each cluster c its marginal probability (same as IB1): 
CD Clustering for Religion Comparison
The three corpora that are focused on the compared religions -Buddhism, Christianity and Islam -have been downloaded from the Internet. Each corpus contains 20,000-40,000 word tokens (5-10 Megabyte). We have used a text mining tool to extract most religion keywords that form the three sets to which we applied the CD algorithm. The software we have used -TextAnalyst 2.0 -identifies within the corpora key-phrases, from which we have excluded items that appear in fewer than three (.46) corpus documents 1 . Thus, composite and rare terms as well as phrases that the software has inappropriately segmented were filtered out. We have added to the automatically extracted terms additional items contributed by a comparative religion expert (about 15% of the sets were thus not extracted automatically, but those terms occur frequently enough to underlie informative co-occurrence vectors). The common set of features consists of all corpus words that occur in at least three different documents within two or three of the corpora, excluding a list of common function words. Cooccurrences were counted within a bi-directional five-word window, truncated by sentence ends. The number of clusters produced -seven -was empirically determined as the maximal number with relatively large proportion (p(c) > .01) for all clusters. Trying eight clusters or more, we obtain clusters of minute size, which apparently do not reveal additional themes or topics. We gave each cluster a title, reflecting our (naive) impression of its content. As we interpret the clusters, they indeed reveal prominent aspects of religion: rituals (ĉ 2 ), schools (ĉ 5 ), narratives (ĉ 6 ) and scriptures (ĉ 7 ). More delicate issues, such as cherished qualities (ĉ 1 ), spiritual states (ĉ 3 ), suffering and sin (ĉ 4 ) are reflected as well, in spite of the very different position taken by the distinct religions with regard to these issues.
Comparison to Expert Data
We have asked an expert of comparative religion studies to simulate roughly the CD clustering task: assigning (freely-chosen) keywords into corresponding subsets, reflecting prominent resembling aspects that cut across the three examined religions. The expert was not asked to indicate a probability of assignment, but he was allowed to use the same keyword in more than 1 An evaluation copy of TextAnalyst, by MicroSystems Ltd., can be downloaded from http://www.megaputer.com/php/eval.php3 one cluster. The expert clusters, with the exclusion of terms that we were not able to locate in our corpora, are displayed in Table 2 . In addition to our tags -e 1 …e 8 -the expert gave a title to each cluster. Although the keyword-clustering task is highly subjective, there are notable overlapped regions shared by the expert clusters and ours. Two expert topics -'Books' (e 1 ) and 'Ritual' (e 3 ) -are clearly captured (by ĉ 7 and ĉ 2 respectively). 'Society and Politics' (e 4 ) and 'Establishments' (e 5 ) -are both in some correspondence with our 'Schools and Traditions' cluster (ĉ 5 ). On the other hand, our output fails to capture the 'Mysticism' expert cluster (e 6 ). Further, our output suggests the 'spiritual states' theme (ĉ 3 ) and distinguishes cherished qualities (ĉ 1 ) from sin and suffering (ĉ 4 ). Such observations might make sense but are not covered by the expert. To quantify the overall level of overlap between our output and the expert's, we introduce suitable versions of recall and precision measures. We want the recall measure to reflect the proportion of expert terms that are captured by our configuration, provided that an optimal correspondence between our clusters to the expert is considered. Hence, for each expert cluster, e j , we find a particular ĉ k with maximal number of overlapping terms (note that two or more expert clusters are allowed to be covered by a single ĉ k , to reflect cases where several related sub-topics are merged within our results). Denote this maximal number by M(e j ):
M(e j ) = max k =1…7 |{x∈e j : x∈ĉ k ) }| . Consequently, the recall measure R is defined to be the sum of the above maximal overlap counts over all expert clusters, divided by all 131 expert terms (repetitions in distinct clusters counted): R = ∑ j=1…8 M(e j ) / 131. To estimate how precise our results are, we are interested in the relative part of our clusters, reduced to the expert terms, which has been assigned to the "right" expert cluster by the same optimal correspondence. Note that in this case we do not want to sum up several M values that are associated with a single ĉ k : a single cluster covering several expert clusters should be considered as an indication of poor precision. Furthermore, if we do this, we might recount some of ĉ k 's terms (specifically, keywords that the expert has included in several clusters; this might result in precision > 100%). We need therefore to consider at most one M value per ĉ k , namely the largest one. Define M * (ĉ k ) = max j =1…7 {M(e j ): |ĉ k ∩ e j | = M(e j )} (M * (ĉ k ) = 0 if the set on the right-hand side is empty, i.e. there is no e j that share M(e j ) elements with ĉ k ). The global precision measure P is the sum of all M * values, divided by the number of expert terms appearing among the ĉ k 's (repetitions counted), which are, in the current case, the 94 underlined terms in Table 1 :
Our algorithm has achieved the following values: R = 67/131 = 0.51, P = 58/94 = 0.62. This is a notable improvement relatively to the IB algorithm results: R = 42/131 = 0.32 and P = 32/82 = 0.39 (random assignment of the keywords into seven clusters yield average values R = 0.36, P = 0.33).
As we have expected, three of the clusters produced by the IB algorithms are populated, with very high probability, by most keywords of a single religion. Within these specific religion clusters as well as the other sparsely populated clusters, the ranking inducted by the p(c|x) values is not very informative regarding particular sub-topics. Thus, the IB performs the CD clustering task poorly, even in comparison to random results. We note that, similarly to our algorithm, the IB algorithm produces at most 7 clusters of nonnegligible size. This somewhat supports our
